Public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 1 hour per response, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. The median and the median absolute deviation (MAD) are robust statistics based on order statistics. Order statistics are extended to fuzzy sets to define a fuzzy median and a fuzzy MAD. The fuzzy cMeans (FCM) clustering algorithm is defined for any p-norm (pFCM), including the e, norm (1FCM 
I. INTRODUCTION
Robust statistics are designed to be resistant to outliers. Two examples are the median for estimating the center of the data and the median of the absolute deviations from the median (MAD) for estimating the dispersion of the data. These statistics do not apply directly to fuzzy sets since both are based on order statistics, which implicitly assume the data belong entirely in one set. These statistics are extended to apply to fuzzy sets and then used to implement an AO version of the 1FCM clustering algorithm, where the membership functions (MFs) are given by [1] and the cluster centers are fuzzy medians. This version is called the fuzzy c-medians (FCMED) clustering algorithm since the weighted median plays the same role as the weighted mean in the FCM. The FCMED algorithm improves clustering on outlier-ladent data sets, where the clusters are generated by heavy-tailed distributions.
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9^ Cu**tf ? 7 Fuzzy medians are a special case of weighted medians, where the weights associated with the data points may be interpreted as memberships. According to Bloomfield and Steiger [2] , weighted medians were first named by Edgeworth [3] circa 1887. The 1FCM clustering algorithm requires the minimization of a functional that consists of the weighted sum of absolute differences with respect to the clustering center. Jajuga [4] seems to be the first to have formulated the 1FCM minimization as a regression problem, which then allowed him to apply the solution found in [2] attributed to Laplace circa 1789. The optimal cluster center is the weighted median, although Jajuga [4] [5] does not seem to mention that his solution is the weighted median. The fuzzy median set forth in this paper was first derived by the author in [6] [7] and used to independently derive the 1FCM centering statistic [8] .
The weighted median appears in numerous applications. For example, it is used in risk management [9] and image processing [10] . In regression, the weighted median provides a robust slope estimate [11] .
Another example is in the remedian approximation to the median [12] . Fuzzy clustering using the ^norm is not new and has been researched by others [1, 13] . In [13] the authors use a reformulated version of the FCM and apply a general search method to find the cluster center and memberships. In [1] the AO-1FCM is used, where the memberships are solved for explicitly as in the FCM and the cluster centers are determined by a linear programming algorithm. The kmedoid method is a collection of algorithms that may use the t x metric and could include a kmedian hard clustering algorithm [14] . Unfortunately, the k-median is also another name for the k-medoid method, leading to some confusion [14, p. 72 ].
This paper is organized as follows: Section II contains a definition of fuzzy order statistics as well as the extension of the median and the MAD to fuzzy sets. In Section III, the quantiles are extended to fuzzy sets. The FCMED clustering algorithm is presented in Section IV. The conclusions are contained in section V.
II. THE FUZZY MEDIAN AND THE FUZZY MAD
Robust statistics are resistant to outliers because they are designed assuming variations to the underlying statistical distribution will occur [15] [16] [17] [18] . Often, a robust statistic is rated by its breakdown point, which is loosely defined as the fraction of outliers that must be present before the statistic no longer provides a meaningful estimate. Just as the median is a robust alternative to the mean, the MAD is the robust alternative to the standard deviation. Both statistics have a high breakdown point. Throughout this section, the data samples are assumed to be onedimensional.
The median is defined on the data set X ={x i , represents the halfway point of the samples, having an equal number of samples smaller and larger than itself. Accordingly, half of the points to the left of the median must be outliers before the median is pulled toward the left, which explains why the finite breakdown point of the median is one-half [15] . For vector samples, x k e R p , p >1, the definition is applied to each dimension of the sample and the median vector is defined to be the vector of individual medians.
To construct the MAD, take the data set X and form another data set Y = This statistic reduces to the median when the weights are equally likely.
As an example of the fuzzy median, consider a small one-class data set with its associated membership vector given in Table 1 and the plots of, the P and W functions in Figure 1 . 
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Because these summands can be weighted with the appropriate sample memberships, this whole class of M-estimators applies to fuzzy algorithm development.
III. THE FUZZY QUANTILES
In this section, the weighted M-estimator functionals are applied to derive fuzzy quantiles by defining p(x) asymmetrically. First, the crisp quantiles are redefined using P(m). the data memberships are all 1.0, the fuzzy quartile and the crisp quartile will coincide and for the example of Table 1 , the quartile will be 2.5.
IV. FUZZY CLUSTERING
The FCMED clustering algorithm is presented after first stating the FCM clustering algorithm. As with the FCM, the FCMED algorithm obtains by first minimizing the objective functional with respect to the MFs and then with respect to the centering statistic. The MFs for the FCMED are stated and the centering statistic shown to be the fuzzy median.
A. Fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering algorithm
The FCM is a practical clustering algorithm that generalizes the crisp c-means algorithm [20] [21] . It generalizes by replacing the class assignment with a membership vector whose elements represent the membership of the data points in each of the classes. The algorithm produces a fuzzy partition of the data into c classes, i.e., each point has a membership vector or a fuzzy unit vector (fit vector) associated with it, rather than a single class assignment. The algorithm is an unsupervised learning technique. The following description of the FCM is based on [20] .
Consider N data samples forming the data set denoted by X ={x l , Unfortunately, linear statistics are known to be vulnerable to outliers [22] .
B. Fuzzy c-Medians (FCMED) clustering algorithm
For the FCMED, the £ { objective functional is [9] :
where |«| is the l x metric that is used throughout this subsection. 
The functional is separable in j (the dimension) and i (the class) since each of the functions In the latter case, the u ik are assigned as they are in the FCM algorithm [20, p. 66 ].
4. Compare the last two membership matrices, U U) and U (l+i) . When they are sufficiently close, terminate the algorithm; otherwise, return to step 2.
Note the strong structural similarity of the FCMED and FCM algorithms. The fuzzy median may be calculated by sorting the sample values. In this case, the time complexity for each exemplar v,. is easily shown to be 0(pN log N), since for each of the p-dimensions of the sample vectors it takes 0(N log A0 operations to sort the data. There are c classes so the time complexity for
Step 2 is 0 (cpN log N) . The space complexity is O(N), which for large data sets like images can be quite onerous. More refined algorithms for calculating the weighted median can reduce the time complexity [24, p. 193 ] and approximations to the fuzzy median can reduce the space complexity [25] . A heavy computational price is paid to replace the FCM with the FCMED.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The fuzzy median was defined and shown to be weighted median where the weights may be interpreted as memberships. Functional definitions of the median and the MAD provided the formulation to extend these statistics to fuzzy sets. By weighting the functionals with the memberships, both statistics naturally extend to fuzzy data sets. The quantiles were extended to the fuzzy data sets using the same approach of explicitly weighting the defining functionals. The intuitive appeal of the fuzzy quantiles is retained by interpreting counting as summing memberships. The fuzzy median and the fuzzy quartile were illustrated in separate examples.
The AO-1FCM is a special case of the FCM clustering algorithm that uses an alternating optimization method and the £ l norm. In this case, the cluster exemplars are shown to be the fuzzy medians and the resulting algorithm called the fuzzy c-medians (FCMED) clustering algorithm because of its strong similarity to the FCM. This fuzzy median was linked to Jajuga's solution formulation for the cluster exemplars as a regression problem, which yielded the weighted median as the cluster center via the work of Laplace. The FCM and the FCMED clustering algorithms have similar performance for lightrtailed clusters, but quite dissimilar performance on heavy-tailed clusters. Both algorithms quickly converge when the data is lighttailed and the number of cluster is fixed. Outliers or heavy-tailed clusters that cause convergence problems for the FCM, are better handled by the FCMED. When the data is unknown or not well behaved, the FCMED is a robust alternative to the FCM with a heavy computational penalty.
